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Abstract
This paper is devoted to describe the deformations and the elastic energy for
structures made of straight rods of thickness 2δ when δ tends to 0. This analysis
relies on the decomposition of the large deformation of a single rod introduced in
[7] and on the extension of this technique to a multi-structure. We characterize
the asymptotic behavior of the infimum of the total elastic energy as the minimum
of a limit functional for an energy of order δβ (2 < β ≤ 4).
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1 Introduction
This paper concerns the modeling of a structure Sδ made of elastic straight rods
whose cross sections are discs of radius δ. The centerlines of the rods form the skeleton
structure S. We introduce a notion of elementary deformations of this structure based
on the decomposition of a large deformation of a rod introduced in [6]. A special
care is devoted in the junctions of the rods where these elementary deformations are
translation-rotations. An elementary deformation is characterized by two fields defined
on the skeleton S. The first one V stands for the centerlines deformation while the
second one R represents the rotations of the cross sections. For linearized deformations
in plates or rods structures such decompositions have been considered in [14] and [16].
Then to an arbitrary deformation v of Sδ, we associate an elementary deformation
ve such that the residual part v = v − ve is controlled by ||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ)
and δ. In order to construct the deformation ve we first apply the rigidity theorem of
[11] -in the form given in [6]- in a neighborhood of each junction to obtain a constant
translation-rotation in each junction. Then we match the decomposition derived in [6]
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in each rod with this constant translation-rotation. Doing such, we obtain estimates
on V and R for the whole structure Sδ (see Theorem 3.3). Upon the assumption that
the structure is fixed on some extremities, these estimates allow us to established a
nonlinear Korn’s type inequality for the admissible deformations. Moreover we are in
a position to analyze the asymptotic behavior of the Green-St Venant’s strain tensor
E(vδ) = 1/2
(
(∇vδ)T∇vδ − I3
)
for a sequence vδ of admissible deformations such that
||dist(∇xvδ, SO(3))||L2(Sδ) = O(δK) for 1 < K ≤ 2.
We then consider an elastic structure, whose energy is denoted W , submitted to
applied body forces fκ,δ whose order with respect to the parameter δ is related a constant
κ ≥ 1 (see below the order of fκ,δ). The total energy is given by Jκ,δ(v) =
∫
Sδ
W (E(v))−∫
Sδ
fκ,δ · (v − Id) if det(∇v) > 0 where Id is the identity map. We adopt a few usual
assumptions on W (see (7.1)). We set
mκ,δ = inf
v∈Dδ
Jκ,δ(v),
where Dδ is the set of admissible deformations.
We assume that the order of fκ,δ is equal to δ
2κ−2 if 1 ≤ κ ≤ 2 (or δκ if κ ≥ 2) outside
the junctions and that fκ,δ is constant in each junction with order δ
2κ−3 if 1 ≤ κ ≤ 2
(or δκ−1 if κ ≥ 2). Then using the Korn’s type inequality mentioned above allows
us to show that the order of mκ,δ is δ
2κ. The aim of this paper is to prove that the
sequence
mκ,δ
δ2κ
converges (when δ tends to 0) and to characterize its limit mκ as the
minimum of a functional defined on S for 1 < κ ≤ 2 (we will analyze the case κ > 2 in
a forthcoming paper). Indeed the derivation of this functional relies on the asymptotic
behavior of the Green-St Venant’s strain tensor for minimizing sequences. The limit
centerline deformation V is linked to the limit R of the rotation fields via its derivatives
and the centerline directions. For 1 < κ < 2, the limit energy depends linearly on the
two fields (V,R) where in particular R takes its value in the convex hull of SO(3). In
the case κ = 2, the limit of the rotation R takes its value in SO(3) and the functional
is quadratic with respect to its derivatives.
As general references for the theory of elasticity we refer to [1], [9]. The theory of
rods is developed in e.g. [2] and [22]. In the framework of linear elasticity, we refer to [10]
for the junction of a three dimensional domain and a two dimensional one, to [19] for the
junction of two rods and to [20] for the junction of two plates. The junction between
a rod and a plate in the linear case is investigated in [17] and [12] and in nonlinear
elasticity in [18]. The decomposition of the displacements in thin structures has been
introduced in [13] and in [14] and then used in [3], [4] and [5] for the homogenization of
the junction of rods and a plate.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we specify the geometry of the
structure. Section 3 is devoted to introduce the elementary deformation associated to
a deformation and to establish estimates. A Korn’s type inequality for the structure is
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derived in Section 4. In Section 5 the usual rescaling of each rod is recalled. The limit
behavior of the Green-St Venant’s strain tensor is analyzed in Section 6 for sequences
(vδ) such that ||dist(∇xvδ, SO(3))||L2(Sδ) = O(δK) for 1 < K ≤ 2. The assumptions on
the elastic energy are introduced in Section 7 together with the scaling on the applied
forces. The characterization ofmκ is performed in Section 8 for 1 < κ < 2 and in Section
9 for κ = 2. At the end, an appendix contains a few technical results. The results of
the present paper have been announced in [8].
2 Geometry and notations.
2.1 The rod structure.
The Euclidian space R3 is related to the frame (O; e1, e2, e3). We denote by ‖ · ‖2
the euclidian norm and by · the scalar product in R3.
For an integer N ≥ 1 and i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, let γi be a segment parametrized by si,
with direction the unit vector ti, origin the point Pi ∈ R3 and length Li. We have
γi = ϕi([0, Li]) where
ϕi(si) = Pi + siti, si ∈ R.
So, the running point of γi is ϕi(si), 0 ≤ si ≤ Li. The extremities of the segments make
up a set denoted Γ.
For any i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, we choose a unit vector ni normal to ti and we set
bi = ti ∧ ni.
The structure-skeleton S is the set
N⋃
i=1
γi. The common points to two segments are
called knots and the set of knots is denoted K. For any γi, i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, we denote
by aji the arc-length of the knots belonging to γi,
0 ≤ a1i < a2i < . . . < aKii ≤ Li.
Among all the knots, ΓK is the set of those which are extremities of all segments con-
taining them.
Geometrical hypothesis. We assume the following hypotheses on S:
• S is connected,
• ∀(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , N}2
i 6= j =⇒ γi ∩ γj = /o or γi ∩ γj is reduced to one knot.
We denote by ω the unit disc of center the origin and we set ωδ = δω for δ > 0. The
reference cylinder of length Li and cross-section ωδ is denoted Ωi,δ =]0, Li[×ωδ.
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Definition 2.1. For all i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the straight rod Pi,δ is the cylinder of center
line γi and reference cross-section ωδ. We have Pi,δ = Φi
(
Ωi,δ
)
where
Φi(s) = ϕi(si) + y2ni + y3bi = Pi + siti + y2ni + y3bi, s = (si, y2, y3) ∈ R3.
The whole structure Sδ is
Sδ =
( N⋃
i=1
Pi,δ
)
∪
( ⋃
A∈ΓK
B
(
A; δ
))
.
Loosely speaking, in the definition of Sδ a ball of radius δ is added at each knot which
belongs to ΓK. Remark that for a knot A 6∈ ΓK, the ball B
(
A; δ
)
is at least included in
one Pi,δ.
There exists δ0 > 0 such that for 0 < δ ≤ δ0 and for all (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , N}2, we have
Pi,δ ∩ Pj,δ = /o if and only if γi ∩ γj = /o.
The reference domain associated to the straight rod Pi,δ is the open set Ωi =]0, Li[×ω
(recall that ω is the disc of center the origin and radius 1). The running point of Ωi
(resp. Ωi,δ, Sδ) is denoted (si, Y3, Y3) (resp. (si, y2, y3), x).
2.2 The junctions.
In what follows we deal with portions of the rod Pi,δ. For any h > 0 we set
Pa,hi,δ = Φi
(
Ωa,hi,δ
) ∩ Sδ where Ωa,hi,δ =]a− hδ, a + hδ[×ωδ, 0 ≤ a ≤ Li.
Let A be a knot, for h > 0 we consider the open set
JA,hδ =
⋃
i∈{1,...,N}, A∈γi
Paki ,hi,δ A = ϕi(aki ) if A ∈ γi. (2.1)
Up to choosing δ0 smaller, it is clear that there exists a real number
1 ≤ ρ0 ≤ 1
4δ0
min
(A,B)∈K2,A 6=B
||−→AB||2
depending on S (via the angles between the segments of the skeleton S) such that for
all 0 < δ ≤ δ0
• JA,(ρ0+1)δ ∩ JB,(ρ0+1)δ = /o for all distinct knots A and B,
• the set Sδ \
⋃
A∈K
JA,ρ0δ is made by disjoined cylinders.
The junction in the neighborhood of A is the domain JA,ρ0δ.
Notice that for any knot A and for any 0 < δ ≤ δ0
the domain JA,(ρ0+1)δ is star-shaped with respect to the ball B
(
A; δ
)
and has a diameter less than (2ρ0 + 5)δ.
(2.2)
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2.3 The functional spaces.
For q ∈ [1,+∞], the Lq-class fields of S is the product space
Lq(S;Rp) =
N∏
i=1
Lq(0, Li;R
p)
equiped with the norm
||V ||Lq(S;Rp) =
( N∑
i=1
||Vi||qLq(0,Li;Rp)
)1/q
, V = (V1, . . . , VN), q ∈ [1,+∞[,
||V ||L∞(S;Rp) = max
i=1,...,N
||Vi||L∞(0,Li;Rp).
The W 1,q-class fields of S make up a space denoted
W 1,q(S;Rp) =
{
V ∈
N∏
i=1
W 1,q(0, Li;R
p) | V = (V1, . . . , VN), such that
for any A ∈ K, if A ∈ γi ∩ γj, with A = ϕi(aki ) = ϕj(alj),
then one has Vi(a
k
i ) = Vj(a
l
j)
}
.
The common value Vi(a
k
i ) is denoted V (A). We equip W
1,q(S;Rp) with the norm
||V ||W 1,q(S;Rp) =
( N∑
i=1
||Vi||qW 1,q(0,Li;Rp)
)1/q
, q ∈ [1,+∞[,
||V ||W 1,∞(S;Rp) = max
i=1,...,N
||Vi||W 1,∞(0,Li;Rp).
Indeed, the parametrization ϕ = (ϕ1, . . . , ϕN) of S belongs to W 1,∞(S;R3).
We also denote by Lq(S;SO(3)) (respectively W 1,q(S;SO(3))) the set of matrix
fields R in Lq(S;R3×3) (resp. W 1,q(S;R3×3)) satisfying R(si) ∈ SO(3) for almost any
si ∈]0, Li[, i ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
3 An approximation theorem.
3.1 Definition of elementary rod-structure deformations.
We recall that for x ∈ Pi,δ we have x = Φi(s) where s ∈ Ωi,δ.
Definition 3.1. An elementary rod-structure deformation is a deformation ve
verifying in each rod Pi,δ (i ∈ {1, . . . , N}) and each junction JA,ρ0δ
ve(s) = Vi(si) +Ri(si)
(
y2ni + y3bi
)
s = (si, y2, y3) ∈ Ωi,δ
ve(x) = V(A) +R(A)
(
x−A) x ∈ JA,ρ0δ (3.1)
where V ∈ H1(S;R3) and R ∈ H1(S;SO(3)) are such that ve ∈ H1(Sδ;R3).
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Recall that in the above definition V(A) (respectively R(A)) denote the common
value of Vi (resp. Ri) at the knot A. Let us notice that in view of Definition 3.1 and of
JA,ρ0δ one has
ve(s) = V(A) + (si − aki )R(A)ti +R(A)
(
y2ni + y3bi
)
,
s = (si, y2, y3) ∈ JA,ρ0δ ∩ Ωi,δ, A = ϕi(aki ),
Vi(si) = V(A) + (si − aki )R(A)ti, Ri(si) = R(A),
si ∈]aki − ρ0δ, aki + ρ0δ[∩[0, Li].
(3.2)
The field Vi stands for the deformation of the line γi while Ri(si) represents the rotation
of the cross section with arc lenght si on γi. Then Definition 3.1 impose to an elementary
deformation to be a translation-rotation in each junction.
3.2 Decomposition of the deformation in each rod Pi,δ.
According to [6], we first recall that any deformation v ∈ H1(Pi,δ;R3) can be decom-
posed as
v(s) = V ′i(si) +R
′
i(si)
(
y2ni + y3bi
)
+ v
′
i(s), s = (si, y2, y3) ∈ Ωi,δ, (3.3)
where V ′i belongs to H1(0, Li;R3), R′i belongs to H1(0, Li;R3×3) and satisfies for any
si ∈ [0, Li]: R′i(si) ∈ SO(3) and v′i belongs to H1(Pi,δ;R3) (or H1(Ωi,δ;R3) using again
the same convention as for v). The term V ′i gives the deformation of the center line of
the rod. The second term R
′
i(si)
(
y2ni+ y3bi
)
describes the rotation of the cross section
(of the rod) which contains the point ϕi(si). The part V ′i(si)+R′i(si)
(
y2ni+y3bi
)
of the
decomposition of v is an elementary deformation of the rod Pi,δ. Let us notice that there
is no reason for V ′ = (V ′1, . . . ,V ′N) to belong to H1(S;R3) or for R′ = (R′1, . . . ,R′N) to
belong to H1(S;R3×3). This is why, in order to define an elementary deformation of the
whole structure Sδ, we will modify the fields V ′i and R′i near to the junction JA,(ρ0+1)δ
at each knot A. In view of (3.5), we choose the field RA(x−A) + aA as the elementary
deformation in JA,ρ0δ.
The following theorem is proved in [6]:
Theorem 3.2. Let v ∈ H1(Pi,δ;R3), there exists a decomposition (3.3) such that
||v′i||L2(Ωi,δ;R3) ≤ Cδ||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Pi,δ),
||∇sv′i||L2(Ωi,δ;R3×3) ≤ C||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Pi,δ),∥∥∥dR′i
dsi
∥∥∥
L2(0,Li;R3×3)
≤ C
δ2
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Pi,δ),∥∥∥dV ′i
dsi
−R′iti
∥∥∥
L2(0,Li;R3)
≤ C
δ
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Pi,δ),∥∥∇xv −R′i∥∥L2(Ωi,δ ;R3×3) ≤ C||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Pi,δ),
(3.4)
where the constant C does not depend on δ and Li.
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3.3 Decomposition of the deformation in each junction JA,ρ0δ.
Let v be a deformation belonging to H1(Sδ;R3) and let A be a knot. We apply the
rigidity theorem of [11], formulated in the version of Theorem II.1.1 in [6] which is licit
because of (2.2), to the domain JA,(ρ0+1)δ. Hence there exist RA ∈ SO(3) and aA ∈ R3
such that
||∇xv −RA||L2(JA,(ρ0+1)δ;R3×3) ≤ C||dist(∇v, SO(3))||L2(JA,(ρ0+1)δ),
||v − aA −RA(x− A)||L2(JA,(ρ0+1)δ;R3) ≤ Cδ||dist(∇v, SO(3))||L2(JA,(ρ0+1)δ),
(3.5)
with a constant C which does not depend on δ.
3.4 The approximation theorem.
In Theorem 3.3 we show that any deformation in H1(Sδ;R3) can be approximated by
an elementary rod-structure deformation ve ∈ H1(Sδ;R3) of the type given in Definition
3.1
Theorem 3.3. Let v be a deformation in H1(Sδ;R3). There exists an elementary rod-
structure deformation ve ∈ H1(Sδ;R3) in the sense of Definition 3.1 such that if we set
v = v − ve
||v||L2(Sδ ;R3) ≤ Cδ||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ),
||∇xv||L2(Sδ ;R3×3) ≤ C||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ).
(3.6)
Moreover the fields V and R associated to ve sastify
N∑
i=1
∥∥∥dRi
dsi
∥∥∥
L2(0,Li;R3×3)
≤ C
δ2
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ),
N∑
i=1
∥∥∥dVi
dsi
−Riti
∥∥∥
L2(0,Li;R3)
≤ C
δ
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ),
N∑
i=1
∥∥∇xv −Ri∥∥L2(Ωi,δ;R3×3) ≤ C||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ).
(3.7)
In all the above estimates, the constant C is independent on δ and on the lengths Li
(i ∈ {1, . . . , N}).
Proof. Step 1. In this step we compare the two decompositions of v given in Subsections
3.1 and 3.2 in JA,(ρ0+1)δ ∩ Pi,δ.
Let A = ϕi(a
k
i ) be a knot in Pi,δ. Using the last estimate of (3.4) and the first one
in (3.5) we obtain∥∥RA −R′i∥∥L2(]aki−(ρ0+1)δ,aki +(ρ0+1)δ[∩]0,Li[;R3×3) ≤ Cδ (||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Pi,δ)
+||dist(∇v, SO(3))||L2(JA,(ρ0+1)δ)
)
.
(3.8)
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Now the decomposition (3.3), the first estimate in (3.4) and the last estimate (3.5) lead
to
||V ′i +R
′
i
(
y2ni + y3bi
)−RA((si − aki )ti + y2ni + y3bi)− aA||L2(Ωi,ak
i
,(ρ0+1)δ
∩Ωi,δ ;R3)
≤ Cδ(||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Pi,δ) + ||dist(∇v, SO(3))||L2(JA,(ρ0+1)δ))
which in turn with (3.8) gives
||V ′i − aA − (si − aki )RAti||L2(]aki −(ρ0+1)δ,aki +(ρ0+1)δ[∩]0,Li[;R3)
≤C(||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Pi,δ) + ||dist(∇v, SO(3))||L2(JA,(ρ0+1)δ)). (3.9)
Step 2. Here we construct ve.
We first define a rotation field R ∈ H1(S;SO(3)) which is constant and equal to RA
given by (3.5) in the adequate neighborhood of the knot A and which is close to R
′
i on
each segment γi. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , N} be fixed. For all k ∈ {1, . . . , Ki} (i.e. all the knots
of the line γi) we first set
Ri(si) = RA A = ϕi(a
k
i ) ∈ K ∩ γi, si ∈]aki − ρ0δ, aki + ρ0δ[, (3.10)
and then ”far from the knots”
Ri(si) = R
′
i(si) si ∈]0, Li[\
Ki⋃
k=1
]aki − (ρ0 + 1)δ, aki + (ρ0 + 1)δ[. (3.11)
It remains to define Ri in the intervals
Ik+ =]0, Li[∩]aki+ρ0δ, aki+(ρ0+1)δ[ and Ik− =]0, Li[∩]aki−(ρ0+1)δ, aki−ρ0δ[, k ∈ {1, . . . , Ki}.
In these intervals, we proceed as in Appendix of [6] in order to construct the field Ri
by a sort of interpolation in SO(3), from RA to R
′
i(a
k
i + (ρ0 + 1)δ) and from RA to
R
′
i(a
k
i − (ρ0 + 1)δ). This construction satisfies∥∥∥dRi
dsi
∥∥∥2
L2(Ik+)
3×3
≤ C
δ
|||R′i(aki + (ρ0 + 1)δ)−RA|||2,∥∥∥dRi
dsi
∥∥∥2
L2(Ik
−
)3×3
≤ C
δ
|||RA −R′i(aki − (ρ0 + 1)δ)|||2.
(3.12)
The constant does not depend on δ. From the above construction we obtain a field
R =
(
R1, . . . ,RN
)
defined on S and which belongs to H1(S;SO(3)).
Let us now define the field V ∈ H1(S;R3) of ve. We proceed as for R. Let i ∈
{1, . . . , N} be fixed. For all k ∈ {1, . . . , Ki} we first set
Vi(si) =aA + (si − aki )RAti A = ϕi(aki ) ∈ K ∩ γi,
for si ∈]aki − ρ0δ, aki + ρ0δ[,
(3.13)
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while ”far from the knots” we set
Vi(si) = V ′i(si) si ∈]0, Li[\
Ki⋃
k=1
]aki − (ρ0 + 1)δ, aki + (ρ0 + 1)δ[. (3.14)
At least in the remaining intervals Ik+ and I
k
−, we just perform a linear interpolation
Vi(si) = a
k
i + ρ0δ − si
δ
V ′i(si) +
(
1− a
k
i + ρ0δ − si
δ
)(
aA + (si − aki )RAti
)
for si ∈ Ik+,
Vi(si) = a
k
i − ρ0δ − si
δ
V ′i(si) +
(
1− a
k
i − ρ0δ − si
δ
)(
aA + (si − aki )RAti
)
for si ∈ Ik−, k ∈ {1, . . . , Ki}.
(3.15)
Gathering (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15), we obtain a field V = (V1, . . . ,VN) defined on S
which belongs to H1(S;R3). It worth noting that (V,R) verify the condition (3.2).
As a consequence we can define the elementary deformation ve associated to V and R
through Definition 3.1 and it belongs to H1(Sδ;R3).
Step 3. Comparison between (Vi,Ri) and (V ′i,R′i).
Using the third estimate in (3.4), (3.8) and (3.12) we obtain∥∥Ri −R′i∥∥L2(Ik+∪Ik−;R3×3) + δ∥∥∥dRidsi
∥∥∥
L2(Ik+∪I
k
−
;R3×3)
≤C
δ
(||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Pi,δ) + ||dist(∇v, SO(3))||L2(JA,(ρ0+1)δ)).
Taking into account the definition of Ri, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N} we finally get∥∥Ri −R′i∥∥L2(0,Li;R3×3) + δ∥∥∥dRidsi
∥∥∥
L2(0,Li;R3×3)
≤C
δ
(||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Pi,δ) +∑
A∈γi
||dist(∇v, SO(3))||L2(JA,(ρ0+1)δ)
)
.
(3.16)
The constant does not depend on δ and Li.
From (3.9) and the definition of Vi (see (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15)) we deduce that
||V ′i − Vi||L2(0,Li;R3) ≤C
(||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Pi,δ)
+
∑
A∈γi
||dist(∇v, SO(3))||L2(JA,(ρ0+1)δ)
)
. (3.17)
Now, taking into account the fourth estimate in (3.4), estimates (3.8)-(3.9) and again
the definition of Vi we get∥∥∥dVi
dsi
− dV
′
i
dsi
∥∥∥
L2(0,Li;R3)
≤C
δ
(||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Pi,δ)
+
∑
A∈γi
||dist(∇v, SO(3))||L2(JA,(ρ0+1)δ)
)
.
(3.18)
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where the constant C does not depend on δ and Li.
Step 4. First of all, we prove the estimates (3.7). The first one in (3.7) is a direct conse-
quence of (3.16) and the fact that the matrices Ri are constants in the neighborhood of
the knots (intervals Ik±). The second one comes from the fourth estimate in (3.4), again
(3.16) and (3.18). Then, from (3.4) and (3.16) we deduce the last estimate in (3.7).
Now, let us set v = v − ve where ve is defined in Step 2. From the decomposition
(3.3) and the expression of ve in Definition 3.1, we have for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N}
v(s) = V ′i(si) +R
′
i(si)
(
y2ni + y3bi
)
+ v
′
i(s),
v(s) = Vi(si) +Ri(si)
(
y2ni + y3bi
)
+ vi(s) = ve,i(s) + vi(s),
s = (si, y2, y3) ∈ Ωi,δ.
Then, using (3.16) and (3.17) it leads to
||vi − v′i||L2(Ωi,δ;R3) ≤Cδ
(||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Pi,δ)
+
∑
A∈γi
||dist(∇v, SO(3))||L2(JA,(ρ0+1)δ)
)
.
Hence, due to the first estimate in (3.4) and the above inequalities we get
N∑
i=1
||vi||L2(Ωi,δ ;R3) ≤ Cδ
(||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Siδ).
Now, in order to take into account the knots in ΓK, we use (3.5) and the definition of
ve in the junction JA,ρ0δ ((3.10) and (3.13)) to obtain
||v − ve||L2(B(A;δ);R3) ≤ ||v − ve||L2(JA,ρ0δ;R3) ≤ Cδ||dist(∇v, SO(3))||L2(JA,(ρ0+1)δ).
Finally due to the definition of Sδ we deduce the first estimate in (3.6).
An easy calculation gives in Ωi,δ, i = 1, . . . , N
∇xveti = dVi
dsi
+
dRi
dsi
(y2ni + y3bi), ∇xveni = Rini, ∇xvebi = Ribi. (3.19)
Then, from the first estimate in (3.5) and all those in (3.7) we obtain the estimate of
∇v.
4 A Korn’s type inequality for the rod-structure.
This section is devoted to derive a nonlinear Korn’s type inequality for Sδ. We
assume that the structure Sδ is clamped on a few extremities whose set is denoted by
Γδ0, corresponding to a set Γ0 of extremities of S. Then we set
Dδ = {v ∈ H1(Sδ;R3) | v = Id on Γδ0}.
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Let v be in Dδ. Proceeding as in [6] for each rod, we can choose ve in Theorem 3.3 such
that
ve = Id on Γ
δ
0. (4.1)
Notice that (4.1) implies that
v = 0 on Γδ0, V = φ, Ri = I3 on Γ0 for i = 1, . . . , N. (4.2)
Theorem 4.1. There exists a constant C which depends only on S such that, for all
deformation v ∈ Dδ
||v − Id||H1(Sδ;R3) ≤
C
δ
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ). (4.3)
Moreover ∑
A∈K
||V(A)−A||2 ≤ C
δ2
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ),∑
A∈K
|||R(A)− I3||| ≤ C
δ2
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ).
(4.4)
Proof. Taking into account the connexity of S and the continuous character of R, the
boundary condition 4.2 implies that
N∑
i=1
||Ri − I3||L2(0,Li;R3×3) ≤ C
N∑
i=1
∥∥∥dRi
dsi
∥∥∥
L2(0,Li;R3×3)
.
Then, the first estimate in (3.7) gives
N∑
i=1
||Ri − I3||L2(0,Li;R3×3) ≤
C
δ2
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ). (4.5)
From (4.5), the last estimate in (3.7), the boundary condition on v together with
Poincare´ inequality we deduce that 4.3 holds true. Now estimate (4.5) and the sec-
ond one in (3.7) imply that
N∑
i=1
∥∥∥dVi
dsi
− ti
∥∥∥
L2(0,Li;R3)
≤ C
δ2
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ). (4.6)
Hence the boundary condition (4.2) leads to
||V − ϕ||H1(S;R3) ≤ C
δ2
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ) (4.7)
from which the first estimate in (4.4) follows. At last the last estimate in (4.4) comes
from (3.7) and the boundary condition onR. The constants depend only on the skeleton
S.
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Remark 4.2. Since R is bounded, we also have (for i = 1, . . . , N)
||Ri − I3||L2(0,Li;R3×3) ≤ C. (4.8)
From the above estimate and proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we obtain
||v − Id||H1(Sδ;R3) ≤ C
{
δ + ||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ)
}
, (4.9)
and ∑
A∈K
||V(A)− A||2 ≤ C
{
1 +
1
δ
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ)
}
,∑
A∈K
|||R(A)− I3||| ≤ C.
(4.10)
Remark 4.3. From (3.17) and estimate (II.3.9) in [6] and the fact that (v− Id)− (Vi−
ϕi) = (Ri − I3)(y2ni + y3bi) + vi in each rod Pi,δ, we obtain
||(v − Id)− (Vi − ϕi)||L2(Pi,δ ;R3) ≤ C||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Pi,δ).
Due to (4.5) and the estimate (II.3.10) in [6], we also have∥∥∇xv + (∇xv)T − 2I3∥∥L2(Sδ;R3×3) ≤C||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ)
+
C
δ3
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||2L2(Sδ),
(4.11)
which in turn with (3.7) give
N∑
i=1
||RTi +Ri − 2I3||L2(0,Li;R3×3) ≤
C
δ
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ)
+
C
δ4
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||2L2(Sδ).
(4.12)
5 Rescaling of Ωi,δ for i = 1, . . . , N .
We recall that Ωi =]0, Li[×ω. We rescale Ωi,δ using the operator
Πi,δ(ψ)(si, Y2, Y3) = ψ(si, δY2, δY3) for a.e. (si, Y2, Y3) ∈ Ωi
defined for any measurable function ψ over Ωi,δ. Indeed, if ψ ∈ L2(Ωi,δ) then Πi,δ(ψ) ∈
L2(Ωi). The estimates (3.6) of v transposed over Ωi are
||Πi,δ(v)||L2(Ωi;R3) ≤ C||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ),∥∥∥∂Πi,δ(v)
∂Y2
∥∥∥
L2(Ωi;R3)
≤ C||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ),∥∥∥∂Πi,δ(v)
∂Y3
∥∥∥
L2(Ωi;R3)
≤ C||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ),∥∥∥∂Πi,δ(v)
∂si
∥∥∥
L2(Ωi;R3)
≤ C
δ
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ).
(5.1)
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6 Asymptotic behavior of the Green-St Venant’s strain
tensor.
We distinguish three main cases for the behavior of the quantity ||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ)
which plays an important role in the derivation of estimates in nonlinear elasticity
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ) =

O(δκ), 1 ≤ κ < 2,
O(δ2),
O(δκ), κ > 2.
This hierarchy of behavior for ||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Pδ) has already been observed in
[6].
In this section we investigate the behavior of a sequence (vδ)δ of Dδ for which
||dist(∇xvδ, SO(3))||L2(Sδ) = O(δκ) for 1 < κ ≤ 2. In Subsection 6.1 we analyse the
case 1 < κ < 2 and Subsection 6.2 deals with the case κ = 2. Let us emphasize that we
explicit the limit of the Green-St Venant’s tensor in each case.
6.1 Case 1 < κ < 2. Limit behavior for a sequence such that
||dist(∇xvδ, SO(3))||L2(Sδ) ∼ δκ.
Let us consider a sequence of deformations (vδ)δ of Dδ such that for 1 < κ < 2
||dist(∇xvδ, SO(3))||L2(Sδ) ≤ Cδκ.
We denote by Vδ, Rδ and vδ the three terms of the decomposition of vδ given by Theorem
3.3. The two first estimates of (3.7) and those in (5.1) lead to the following lemma:
Lemma 6.1. There exists a subsequence still indexed by δ such that
Rδ ⇀ R weakly-* in L
∞(S;R3×3),
1
δκ−2
Rδ ⇀ 0 weakly in H
1(S;R3×3),
Vδ ⇀ V weakly in H1(S;R3),
1
δκ−1
RTi,δ
(dVi,δ
dsi
−Ri,δti
)
⇀ Zi weakly in L2(0, Li;R3),
1
δκ
Πi,δ
(
RTi,δvδ
)
⇀ wi weakly in L
2(0, Li;H
1(ω;R3)).
(6.1)
Moreover the matrix Ri(si) belongs to the convex hull of SO(3) for almost any si ∈]0, Li[,
i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, V ∈ W 1,∞(S;R3) and they satisfy
V = φ on Γ0 and dVi
dsi
= Riti i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. (6.2)
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Furthermore, we also have
Πi,δ(vδ) ⇀ Vi weakly in H1(Ωi;R3),
Πi,δ(∇xvδ) ⇀ Ri weakly in L2(Ωi;R3×3).
Now we proceed as in [6] to derive the limit of the Green-St Venant tensor as δ goes
to 0. We first recall that for any function ψ ∈ H1(Ωi,δ)
∂ψ
∂si
= ∇xψ ti ∂ψ
∂y2
= ∇xψ ni ∂ψ
∂y3
= ∇xψbi.
Then in view of Lemma 6.1 and of the above relation, we obtain
1
δκ−1
RTi,δ
(
Πi,δ(∇xvδ)−Ri,δ
)
ti ⇀ Zi weakly in L2(Ωi;R3),
1
δκ−1
RTi,δ
(
Πi,δ(∇xvδ)−Ri,δ
)
ni ⇀
∂wi
∂Y2
weakly in L2(Ωi;R
3),
1
δκ−1
RTi,δ
(
Πi,δ(∇xvδ)−Ri,δ
)
bi ⇀
∂wi
∂Y3
weakly in L2(Ωi;R
3),
(6.3)
The weak convergences in (6.3) together with the relation (∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3 = (∇xvδ −
Ri,δ)
TRi,δ + (Ri,δ)
T (∇xvδ − Ri,δ) + (∇xvδ − Ri,δ)T (∇xvδ − Ri,δ) permit to obtain the
limit of the Green-St Venant’s tensor in the rescaled domain Ωi. We obtain
1
2δκ−1
Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3
)
⇀ Ei weakly in L
1(Ωi;R
3×3), (6.4)
with
Ei =
1
2
{
(ti |ni |bi)
(
Zi | ∂wi
∂Y2
| ∂wi
∂Y3
)T
+
(
Zi | ∂wi
∂Y2
| ∂wi
∂Y3
)
(ti |ni |bi)T
}
. (6.5)
The term
(
a |b | c) denotes the 3 × 3 matrix with columns a, b and c. For any field
ψ ∈ L2(0, Li;H1(ω;R3)) we set
e22(ψ) =
∂ψ
∂Y2
· ni, e23(ψ) = 1
2
{ ∂ψ
∂Y2
· bi + ∂ψ
∂Y3
· ni
}
, e33(ψ) =
∂ψ
∂Y3
· bi. (6.6)
Hence we can write Ei as
Ei = (ti |ni |bi) Êi (ti |ni |bi)T
where the symmetric matrix Êi is defined by
Êi =

Zi · ti ∗ ∗
1
2
∂ui
∂Y2
· ti e22(ui) ∗
1
2
∂ui
∂Y3
· ti e23(ui) e33(ui)

(6.7)
and where the field ui ∈ L2(0, Li;H1(ω;R3)) is defined by
ui =
[
Y2
(Zi · ni)+ Y3(Zi · bi)]ti + wi, i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. (6.8)
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6.2 Case κ = 2. Limit behavior for a sequence such that
||dist(∇xvδ, SO(3))||L2(Sδ) ∼ δ2.
Let us consider a sequence of deformations (vδ)δ of Dδ such that
||dist(∇xvδ, SO(3))||L2(Sδ) ≤ Cδ2.
Indeed, in each rod Pi,δ we get ||dist(∇xvδ, SO(3))||L2(Pi,δ) ≤ Cδ2. We denote by Vδ, Rδ
and vδ the three terms of the decomposition of vδ given by Theorem 3.3. The estimates
(3.7), (3.6) and (4.7) lead to the following lemma:
Lemma 6.2. There exists a subsequence still indexed by δ such that
Rδ ⇀ R weakly in H
1(S;SO(3)) and strongly in L∞(S;SO(3)),
Vδ −→ V strongly in H1(S;R3),
1
δ
(dVi,δ
dsi
−Ri,δti
)
⇀ Zi weakly in L2(0, Li;R3),
1
δ2
Πi,δ
(
vδ
)
⇀ vi weakly in L
2(0, Li;H
1(ω;R3)).
(6.9)
Moreover Vi ∈ H2(0, Li;R3) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N} and we have
V = φ, Ri = I3, on Γ0 and dVi
dsi
= Riti i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. (6.10)
Furthermore, we also have
Πi,δ(vδ) −→ Vi strongly in H1(Ωi;R3),
Πi,δ(∇xvδ) −→ Ri strongly in L2(Ωi;R3×3).
(6.11)
As a consequence of the above lemma we obtain
1
δ
(
Πi,δ(∇xvδ)−Ri,δ
)
ti ⇀
dRi
dsi
(
Y2ni + Y3bi) + Zi weakly in L2(Ωi;R3),
1
δ
(
Πi,δ(∇xvδ)−Ri,δ
)
ni ⇀
∂vi
∂Y2
weakly in L2(Ωi;R
3),
1
δ
(
Πi,δ(∇xvδ)−Ri,δ
)
bi ⇀
∂vi
∂Y3
weakly in L2(Ωi;R
3).
(6.12)
Proceeding as in Subsection 6.1 and using convergences (6.9) and (6.12) permit to
obtain the limit of the Green-St Venant’s tensor in the rescaled domain Ωi
1
2δ
Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3
)
⇀ Ei weakly in L
1(Ωi;R
3×3), (6.13)
with
Ei =
1
2
{
(ti |ni |bi)
(dRi
dsi
(
Y2ni + Y3bi) + Zi | ∂vi
∂Y2
| ∂v
i)
∂Y3
)T
Ri
+RTi
(dRi
dsi
(
Y2ni + Y3bi) + Zi | ∂vi
∂Y2
| ∂v
i)
∂Y3
)
(ti |ni |bi)T
}
.
(6.14)
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Setting
ui =
[
Y2
(Zi ·Rini)+ Y3(Zi ·Ribi)]ti +RTi vi, i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. (6.15)
and using the fact that the matrix RTi
dRi
ds3
is antisymmetric, we can write Ei as
Ei = (ti |ni |bi) Êi (ti |ni |bi)T ,
where the symmetric matrix Êi is defined by
Êi =

−Y2Γi,3(R) + Y3Γi,2(R) + Zi ·Riti ∗ ∗
−1
2
Y3Γi,1(R) +
1
2
∂ui
∂Y2
· ti e22(ui) ∗
1
2
Y2Γi,1(R) +
1
2
∂ui
∂Y3
· ti e23(ui) e33(ui)

(6.16)
where
Γi,3(R) =
dRi
dsi
ti ·Rini, Γi,2(R) = dRi
dsi
bi ·Riti, Γi,1(R) = dRi
dsi
ni ·Ribi, (6.17)
and where the ekl(ui)’s are given by (6.6).
7 Elastic structure
In this section we assume that the structure Sδ is made of an elastic material. The
associated local energyW : S3 −→ R+ is a continuous function of symmetric matrices
which satisfies the following assumptions
∃c > 0 such that ∀E ∈ S3 W (E) ≥ c|||E|||2,
∀ε > 0, ∃θ > 0, such that
∀E ∈ S3 |||E||| ≤ θ =⇒ |W (E)−Q(E)| ≤ ε|||E|||2,
(7.1)
where Q is a positive quadratic form defined on the set of 3×3 symmetric matrices (see
e.g. [7]). Remark that Q satisfies the first inequality in (7.1) with the same constant c.
Following [9], for any 3× 3 matrix F , we set
Ŵ (F ) =
W
(1
2
(F TF − I3)
)
if det(F ) > 0,
+∞ if det(F ) ≤ 0.
(7.2)
Remark that due to (7.1) and to the inequality |||F TF − I3||| ≥ dist(F, SO(3)) if
det(F ) > 0, we have for any 3× 3 matrix F
Ŵ (F ) ≥ c
4
dist(F, SO(3))2. (7.3)
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Remark 7.1. A classical example of local elastic energy satisfying the above assumptions
is given by the St Venant-Kirchhoff’s density (see [9])
Ŵ (F ) =

λ
8
(
tr(F TF − I3)
)2
+
µ
4
tr
(
(F TF − I3)2
)
if det(F ) > 0,
+∞ if det(F ) ≤ 0.
(7.4)
The coefficients λ and µ are the Lame´’s constants. In this case we have for all matrix
E ∈ S3
Q(E) =
λ
2
(
tr(E)
)2
+ µ tr
(
E2
)
.
Now we assume that the structure Sδ is submitted to applied body forces fκ,δ ∈
L2(Sδ;R3) and we define the total energy Jκ,δ(v)1 over Dδ by
Jκ,δ(v) =
∫
Sδ
Ŵ (∇xv)(x)dx−
∫
Sδ
fκ,δ(x) · (v(x)− Id(x))dx. (7.5)
Assumptions on the forces.We set
κ
′
=
{
2κ− 2 if 1 ≤ κ ≤ 2,
κ if κ ≥ 2. (7.6)
In what follows we define the forces applied to the structure by distinguish the forces
applied to the junctions and to their complementary in Sδ. Moreover in order to take
into account the resultant and the moment of the forces near each knot and in each cross
section of the rods we decompose the forces density into two types. The first one mainly
works with the mean deformation V while the second one is related to the rotation R.
We begin by the definition of the forces in the junctions.
For any knot A, let FA and GA be two fields belonging to L
2(JA,ρ0;R3)2, the second field
GA satisfying
∫
JA,ρ0
GA(z)dz = 0.
We define the applied forces in the junction JA,ρ0δ (A ∈ K) by
fκ,δ(x) = δ
κ
′
−1FA
(
A+
x− A
δ
)
+ δκ
′
−2GA
(
A+
x− A
δ
)
, for a.e. x ∈ JA,ρ0δ. (7.7)
In order to precise the forces fδ,κ in the complementary of the junctions (i.e. in
Sδ \
⋃
A∈K JA,ρ0δ), we follow [6] and we assume that there exist f , g(n) and g(b) in
L2(S;R3) such that
fκ,δ(x) = δ
κ
′
fi(si) + δ
κ
′
−2
(
y2g
(n)
i (si) + y3g
(b)
i (si)
)
, x = Φi(s)
for a.e. s ∈ (]0, Li[\ Ki⋃
k=1
]aki − ρ0δ, aki + ρ0δ[
)× ωδ (7.8)
1For later convenience, we have added the term
∫
Sδ
fκ,δ(x) · Id(x)dx to the usual standard energy,
indeed this does not affect the minimizing problem for Jκ,δ.
2The domain JA,ρ0 is obtained by transforming JA,ρ0δ by a dilation of center A and ratio 1/δ.
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Notice that Jκ,δ(Id) = 0. So, in order to minimize Jκ,δ we only need to consider
deformations v of Dδ such that Jκ,δ(v) ≤ 0. Now from the decomposition given in
Theorem 3.3, and the definition (7.7)-(7.8) of the forces we first get
|
∫
Sδ
fκ,δ(x) · (v(x)− Id(x))dx| ≤ Cδκ
′
+2
[
||f ||L2(S;R3)||V − φ||L2(S;R3)
+(||g(n)||L2(S;R3) + ||g(b)||L2(S;R3))
( N∑
i=1
||Ri − I3||L2(0,Li;R3×3)
)
+
∑
A∈K
||FA||L2(JA,ρ0 ;R3)||V(A)−A||2 +
∑
A∈K
||GA||L2(JA,ρ0 ;R3)|||R(A)− I3|||
]
.
(7.9)
In the case κ ≥ 2, using (4.4), (4.5) and (4.7) gives
|
∫
Sδ
fκ,δ(x) · (v(x)− Id(x))dx| ≤ Cδκ||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ) (7.10)
while in the case 1 ≤ κ ≤ 2, (4.8) and (4.10) lead to
|
∫
Sδ
fκ,δ(x) · (v(x)− Id(x))dx| ≤ Cδ2κ
{
1 +
1
δ
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ)
}
(7.11)
where in both cases the constant C depends on the L2-norms of f , g(n), g(b), FA and
GA (and are then independent upon δ). For a deformation v such that Jκ,δ(v) ≤ 0, the
coerciveness assumption (7.3) and the estimates (7.10) and (7.11) allows us to obtain
for 1 ≤ κ
||dist(∇xv, SO(3))||L2(Sδ) ≤ Cδκ. (7.12)
Again estimates (7.10) and (7.11) and (7.12) lead to
cδ2κ ≤ Jκ,δ(v) ≤ 0. (7.13)
with a constant independent on δ.
Then, from (7.1)-(7.2)-(7.3) and the estimates (7.10), (7.11) and (7.12) we deduce
c
4
||(∇xv)T∇xv − I3||2L2(Sδ ;R3×3) ≤ Jκ,δ(v) +
∫
Sδ
fκ,δ · (v − Id) ≤ Cδ2κ.
Hence, the following estimate of the Green-St Venant’s tensor hold true:∥∥1
2
{
(∇xv)T∇xv − I3
}∥∥
L2(Sδ ;R3×3)
≤ Cδκ.
We deduce from the above inequality that v ∈ (W 1,4(Sδ))3 with
||∇xv||L4(Sδ ;R3×3) ≤ Cδ
1
2 .
We set
mκ,δ = inf
v∈Dδ
Jκ,δ(v)
and we recall that, in general, a minimizer of Jκ,δ does not exist on Dδ.
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8 Asymptotic behavior of mκ,δ for 1 < κ < 2.
The goal of this section is to establish Theorem 8.1 below. Let us first introduce a
few notations. We denote by C the convex hull of the set SO(3)
C = conv(SO(3)). (8.1)
We set
VR1 =
{
(V,R) ∈ H1(S;R3)× L2(S; C) | V = φ on Γ0,
dVi
dsi
= Riti i ∈ {1, . . . , N}
}
.
(8.2)
We define the linear functional L over H1(S;R3)× L2(S;R3×3) by
L(V,R) = N∑
i=1
π
∫ Li
0
(
fi ·
(Vi − φi)+ g(n)i
3
· (Ri − I3)ni + g(b)i
3
· (Ri − I3)bi)dsi
+
∑
A∈K
[( ∫
JA,ρ0
FA(y)dy
)
· (V(A)− φ(A))+ ∫
JA,ρ0
GA(y) ·
(
R(A)− I3
)
(y − A) dy
]
.
(8.3)
It is easy to prove that the infimum of −L on VR1 is a minimum.
Theorem 8.1. We have
lim
δ→0
mκ,δ
δ2κ
= min
(V ,R)∈VR1
(−L(V,R)). (8.4)
Proof. Step 1. In this step we show that
min
(V ,R)∈VR1
(− L(V,R)) ≤ lim inf
δ→0
mκ,δ
δ2κ
.
Let (vδ)δ be a sequence of deformations belonging to Dδ and such that
lim
δ→0
Jκ,δ(vδ)
δ2κ
= lim inf
δ→0
mκ,δ
δ2κ
. (8.5)
We can always assume that Jκ,δ(vδ) ≤ 0. Then, from the estimates of the previous
section we obtain
||dist(∇vδ, SO(3))||L2(Sδ) ≤ Cδκ,∥∥1
2
{∇vTδ ∇vδ − I3}∥∥L2(Sδ;R3×3) ≤ Cδκ,
||∇vδ||L4(Sδ ;R3×3) ≤ Cδ
1
2 .
For any fixed δ, the deformation vδ is decomposed as in Theorem 3.3 and we are in a
position to apply the results of Subsection 6.1. There exists a subsequence still indexed
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by δ such that
Rδ ⇀ R
{0} weakly-* in L∞(S;R3×3),
1
δκ−2
Rδ ⇀ 0 weakly in H
1(S;R3×3),
Vδ ⇀ V{0} weakly in H1(S;R3),
1
δκ−1
RTi,δ
(dVi,δ
dsi
−Ri,δti
)
⇀ Z{0}i weakly in L2(0, Li;R3),
1
δκ
Πi,δ
(
RTi,δvδ
)
⇀ w
{0}
i weakly in L
2(0, Li;H
1(ω;R3)).
(8.6)
The couple (V{0},R{0}) belongs to VR1. Furthermore, we also have (i ∈ {1, . . . , N})
Πi,δvδ ⇀ V{0}i weakly in H1(Ωi;R3),
Πi,δ(∇xvδ)⇀ R{0}i weakly in L4(Ωi;R3×3),
1
2δκ−1
Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ−I3
)
⇀ E
{0}
i weakly in L
2(Ωi;R
3×3),
(8.7)
where the symmetric matrix E
{0}
i is defined in (6.5) (see Subsection 6.1). Due to the
decomposition of vδ and the above convergences (8.6) we immediately get the limit of
the term involving the body forces
lim
δ→0
1
δ2κ
∫
Sδ
fκ,δ · (vδ − Id) = L
(V{0},R{0})
where L(V,R) is defined by (8.3).
Recall that we have −
∫
Sδ
fκ,δ · (vδ − Id) ≤ Jκ,δ(vδ). Then, due to (8.5) and the above
limit, we finally get
min
(V ,R)∈VR1
(− L(V,R)) ≤ −L(V{0},R{0}) ≤ lim inf
δ→0
mκ,δ
δ2κ
. (8.8)
Step 2. In this step we show that
lim sup
δ→0
mκ,δ
δ2κ
≤ min
(V ,R)∈VR1
(−L(V,R)).
Let (V{1},R{1}) ∈ VR1 such that −L
(V{1},R{1}) = min
(V ,R)∈VR1
(−L(V,R)).
Using Proposition 10.4 in the Appendix , there exists a sequence (V(n),R(n))n≥0 in VR1
which satisfies
• R(n) ∈ W 1,∞(S;SO(3)),
• R(n) is equal to I3 in a neighbourhood of each knot A ∈ K and each fixed extremity
belonging to Γ0,
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•
V(n) ⇀ V{1} weakly in H1(S;R3),
R(n) ⇀ R{1} weakly in L2(S; C). (8.9)
Now we fix n. Since (V(n),R(n)) in VR1 and due to the second condition imposed
on R(n) above, we can consider the elementary deformation v(n) constructed by using
(V(n),R(n)) in Definition 3.1. Indeed the deformation v(n) belongs to Dδ∩W 1,∞(Sδ;R3).
Thanks to the expression of the gradient of v(n) (see (3.19)) and to the definition of VR1
we have
||∇xv(n) −R(n)i ||L∞(Ωi,δ ;R3×3) ≤ Cnδ.
Now using the identity
(∇xv(n))T∇xv(n)−I3 = (∇xv(n)−R(n)i )TR(n)i +(R(n)i )T (∇xv(n)−
R
(n)
i
)
+
(∇xv(n) −R(n)i )T (∇xv(n) −R(n)i ) and the above estimate, we obtain
1
2δκ−1
Πi,δ
((∇xv(n))T∇xv(n) − I3)) −→ 0 strongly in L∞(Ωi;R3×3) (8.10)
as δ → 0. Hence, if δ is small enough, we get det (∇xv(n)) > 0 a.e. in Sδ.
In what follows, we show that lim
δ→0
1
δ2κ
Jκ,δ(v
(n)) = −L(V(n),R(n)). Let Pi,δ be a rod
of the structure. Using the third assumption in (7.1) (with ε = 1) and the estimate
(8.10), for δ small enough we have
1
δ2κ
∫
Pi,δ
Ŵ (∇xv(n))(x)dx ≤ 1
δ2(κ−1)
∫
Ωi
(
Q
(
E(v(n))
)
+ |||E(v(n))|||2)dsidY2dY3
where
E(v(n)) = Πi,δ
((∇xv(n))T∇xv(n) − I3)).
Thanks to the convergence (8.10) we obtain
1
δ2κ
∫
Pi,δ
Ŵ (∇xv(n))(x)dx → 0 as δ → 0.
Notice that since v(n) is an elementary deformation, its Green-St Venant’s tensor is null
in the neightbourhood of the knots. Finally we get
1
δ2κ
∫
Sδ
Ŵ (∇xv(n))(x)dx −→ 0 as δ tends to 0.
Using again the fact that v(n) is an elementary deformation, and assumptions (7.7) and
(7.8) on the forces, we immediately get the limit of the term involving the body forces
lim
δ→0
1
δ2κ
∫
Sδ
fκ,δ · (v(n) − Id) = L
(V(n),R(n)).
Indeed, since v(n) ∈ Dδ, we have
mκ,δ
δ2κ
≤ Jκ,δ(v
(n))
δ2κ
.
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Passing to the limit as δ tends to 0 we obtain
lim sup
δ→0
mκ,δ
δ2κ
≤ −L(V(n),R(n)).
In view of the convergences (8.9) we are able to pass to the limit as n tends to infinity
and we obtain
lim sup
δ→0
mκ,δ
δ2κ
≤ −L(V{1},R{1}) = min
(V ,R)∈VR1
(− L(V,R)).
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 8.2. Let us point out that Theorem 8.1 shows that for any minimizing sequence
(vδ)δ as in Step 1, the third convergence of the rescaled Green-St Venant’s strain tensor
in (8.7) is a strong convergence to 0 in L2(Ωi;R
3×3).
9 Asymptotic behavior of m2,δ.
The goal of this section is to establish Theorem 9.1 below. Let us first introduce a
few notations. We set
VR2 =
{
(V,R) ∈ H1(S;R3)×H1(S;SO(3)) | V = φ, Ri = I3 on Γ0,
dVi
dsi
= Riti i ∈ {1, . . . , N}
}
.
(9.1)
Theorem 9.1. We have
lim
δ→0
m2,δ
δ4
= min
(V ,R)∈VR2
J2
(V,R), (9.2)
where the functional J2 is defined by
J2
(V,R) = N∑
i=1
∫ Li
0
alkΓi,k(R)Γi,l(R)− L(V,R). (9.3)
In J2, the 3×3 matrix A = (aij) is symmetric and definite positive. This matrix depend
on ω and on the quadratic form Q.
Note that the infimum of J2 on VR2 is actually a minimum.
For a St-Venant- Kirchhoff material, whose energy is recalled in Remark 7.1, the
expression of the matrix A is explicitly derived at the end of the appendix (see Remark
10.7) and it leads to the following limit energy
J2
(V,R) = π
4
N∑
i=1
∫ Li
0
(
µ|Γi,1(R)|2 + E|Γi,2(R)|2 + E|Γi,3(R)|2
)−L(V,R) (9.4)
where E and µ are respectively the Young and Poisson’s coefficients.
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Proof of Theorem 9.1. Step 1. In this step we show that
min
(V ,R)∈VR2
J2
(V,R) ≤ lim inf
δ→0
m2,δ
δ4
.
Let (vδ)δ be a sequence of deformations belonging to Dδ and such that
lim
δ→0
J2,δ(vδ)
δ4
= lim inf
δ→0
m2,δ
δ4
. (9.5)
We can always assume that Jκ,δ(vδ) ≤ 0. Then, from the estimates of the Section 7 we
obtain
||dist(∇vδ, SO(3))||L2(Sδ) ≤ Cδ2,∥∥1
2
{∇vTδ ∇vδ − I3}∥∥L2(Sδ;R3×3) ≤ Cδ2,
||∇vδ||L4(Sδ;R3×3) ≤ Cδ
1
2 .
(9.6)
For any fixed δ, the deformation vδ is decomposed as in Theorem 3.3. There exists a
subsequence still indexed by δ such that (see Subsection 6.2)
Rδ ⇀ R
{0} weakly in H1(S;SO(3)),
Vδ −→ V{0} strongly in H1(S;R3),
1
δ
(dVi,δ
dsi
−Ri,δti
)
⇀ Z{0}i weakly in L2(0, Li;R3),
1
δ2
Πi,δ
(
vδ
)
⇀ v
{0}
i weakly in L
2(0, Li;H
1(ω;R3)).
(9.7)
The couple (V{0},R{0}) belongs to VR2. Furthermore, we also have (i ∈ {1, . . . , N})
Πi,δ(vδ) −→ V{0}i strongly in H1(Ωi;R3),
Πi,δ(∇xvδ) ⇀ R{0}i weakly in L4(Ωi;R3×3),
1
2δ
Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ−I3
)
⇀ E
{0}
i weakly in L
2(Ωi;R
3×3),
(9.8)
where the symmetric matrix E
{0}
i = (ti |ni |bi) Ê{0}i (ti |ni |bi)T , (see Subsection 6.2).
The matrix E
{0}
i is defined by
Ê
{0}
i =

−Y2Γi,3(R{0}) + Y3Γi,2(R{0}) + Z{0}i ·R{0}i ti ∗ ∗
−1
2
Y3Γi,1(R
{0}) +
1
2
∂u
{0}
i
∂Y2
· ti e22(u{0}i ) ∗
1
2
Y2Γi,1(R
{0}) +
1
2
∂u
{0}
i
∂Y3
· ti e23(u{0}i ) e33(u{0}i )

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with
u
{0}
i =
[
Y2
(Z{0}i ·R{0}i ni)+ Y3(Z{0}i ·R{0}i bi)]ti + (R{0}i )Tv{0}i , i ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
Due to the decomposition of vδ, the assumptions (7.7), (7.8) and the above convergences
(9.7) we immediately get the limit of the term involving the body forces
lim
δ→0
1
δ4
∫
Sδ
f2,δ · (vδ − Id) = L(V{0},R{0})
where L(V,R) is defined by (8.3).
We now consider a given rod Pi,δ. Let ε > 0 be fixed. Due to assumption (7.1),
there exists θ > 0 such that
∀E ∈ S3, |||E||| ≤ θ, W (E) ≥ Q(E)− ε|||E|||2. (9.9)
Let us denote by χθi,δ the characteristic function of the set
Aθi,δ = {s ∈ Ωi \
Ki⋃
k=1
ω × [aki − ρ0δ, aki + ρ0δ] ; |||Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3
)
(s)||| ≥ θ}
where aki is the arc length of a knot belonging to the line γi. Due to (9.8), we have
meas(Aθi,δ) ≤ C
δ2
θ2
. (9.10)
Using the positive character of W , (7.2), (9.9) and (9.6) give
1
δ4
∫
Sδ
Ŵ
(∇xvδ) ≥ N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
1
δ2
W
(1
2
Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3
))
(1− χθi,δ)
≥
N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
Q
( 1
2δ
Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3
)
(1− χθi,δ)
)
− Cε.
In view of (9.10), the function χθi,δ converges a.e. to 0 as δ tends to 0 while the weak
limit of
1
2δ
Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3
)
(1−χθi,δ) is given by (9.8). As a consequence we have
lim inf
δ→0
1
δ4
∫
Sδ
Ŵ
(∇xvδ) ≥ N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
Q
(
E
{0}
i
)− Cε.
As ε is arbitrary, this gives
lim inf
δ→0
1
δ4
∫
Sδ
Ŵ
(∇xvδ) ≥ N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
Q
(
E
{0}
i
)
. (9.11)
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Hence, due to the limit of the applied forces and (9.11) we obtain
N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
Q
(
E
{0}
i
)− L(V{0},R{0}) ≤ lim inf
δ→0
m2,δ
δ4
where L(V,R) is defined by (8.3).
Finally, for a.e. si ∈]0, Li[ we minimize the quantity
∫
ω
Q
(
E
{0}
i
)
(si, Y2, Y3)dY2dY3 with
respect to the Z{0}i (si) ·R{0}i (si)ti(si)’s and the u{0}i (si, ., .)’s using Lemma 10.6 in the
Appendix. Hence we obtain
min
(V ,R)∈VR2
J2
(V,R) ≤ J2(V{0},R{0})
=
N∑
i=1
∫ Li
0
alkΓi,k(R
{0})Γi,l(R
{0})− L(V{0},R{0})
≤
N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
Q
(
E
{0}
i
)− L(V{0},R{0}) ≤ lim inf
δ→0
m2,δ
δ4
,
(9.12)
where the definite positive symmetric 3× 3 matrix A = (alk) is defined in Lemma 10.6.
Step 2. In this step we show that
lim sup
δ→0
m2,δ
δ4
≤ min
(V ,R)∈VR2
J2
(V,R).
Let (V{2},R{2}) ∈ VR2 be such that J2
(V{2},R{2}) = min
(V ,R)∈VR2
J2
(V,R). First, for
i ∈ {1, . . . , N} let vi be arbitrary in W 1,∞(Ωi;R3).
For each rod Pi,δ, we apply the Proposition 10.5 given in Appendix to the triplet
(V{2}i ,R{2}i , vi) in each portion of Pi,δ which is contained between an extremity and
a knot or between two knots. Doing such leads to a sequence of deformations vδ which
belong to Dδ ∩W 1,∞(Sδ;R3) and which satisfy in each junction JA,ρ0δ
∀A ∈ K, vδ(x) = V{2}(A) +R{2}(A)(x− A), x ∈ JA,ρ0δ, (9.13)
and
det
(∇vδ(x)) > 0 for a.e. x ∈ Sδ,
Πi,δ(vδ) −→ V{2}i strongly in H1(Ωi;R3),
1
δ
Πi,δ(vδ − Vi,δ) −→ R{2}i
(
Y2ni + Y3bi) strongly in L
2(Ωi;R
3),
1
2δ
Πi,δ
(
(∇vδ)T∇vδ − I3
) −→ E{2}i = (dR{2}idsi (Y2e2 + Y3e3) | ∂vi∂Y2 | ∂vi∂Y3 )TR{2}i
+ (R
{2}
i )
T
(dR{2}i
dsi
(
Y2e2 + Y3e3) | ∂vi
∂Y2
| ∂vi
∂Y3
)
strongly in L2(Ωi;R
3×3)
(9.14)
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where Vi,δ is the average of vδ on each cross-section of the rod Pi,δ. Moreover there
exists a constant C1 ≥ θ which does not depend on δ such that
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, ||Πi,δ
(
(∇vδ)T∇vδ − I3
)||L∞(Ωi;R3×3) ≤ C1. (9.15)
Let ε > 0 be fixed. Due to assumption (7.1), there exists θ > 0 such that
∀E ∈ S3, |||E||| ≤ θ, W (E) ≤ Q(E) + ε|||E|||2. (9.16)
Let us denote by χθi,δ the characteristic function of the set
Aθi,δ = {s ∈ Ωi \
Ki⋃
k=1
ω × [aki − ρ0δ, aki + ρ0δ] ; |||Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3
)
(s)||| ≥ θ}
where aki is the arc length of a knot belonging to the line γi. Due to (9.8), we have
meas(Aθi,δ) ≤ C
δ2
θ2
. (9.17)
Using the fact that vδ is equal to a rotation in the junctions (see (9.13)) the Saint
Venant’s strain tensor is equal to zero in the junctions. Hence we have
1
δ4
∫
Sδ
Ŵ
(∇xvδ) = N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
1
δ2
W
(1
2
Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3
))
(1− χθi,δ)
+
N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
1
δ2
W
(1
2
Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3
))
χθi,δ.
(9.18)
In view of (9.16) and the third strong convergence in (9.14), the first term of the right
hand side is estimated as
N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
1
δ2
W
(1
2
Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3
))
(1− χθi,δ)
≤
N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
Q
( 1
2δ
Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3
)
(1− χθi,δ)
)
+ Cε.
Again, the third strong convergence in (9.14) and the pointwise convergence of the
function χθi,δ allows to pass to the limit as δ in the above inequality and to obtain
lim sup
δ→0
N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
1
δ2
W
(1
2
Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3
))
(1− χθi,δ) ≤
N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
Q
(
E
{2}
i
)
+ Cε.
Let us recall estimate (9.15). Due to the continuity of W and the third assumption
of (7.1), there exists a constant C2 such that
|||E||| ≤ C1 =⇒ W (E) ≤ C2|||E|||2.
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It follows that the second term in (9.18) is less than
N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
1
δ2
W
(1
2
Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3
))
χθi,δ ≤
N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
C2||| 1
2δ
Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3
)|||2χθi,δ.
We have χθi,δ tends to 0 weakly * in L
∞(Ωi) and the third strong convergence in (9.14),
hence
lim
δ→0
N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
1
δ2
W
(1
2
Πi,δ
(
(∇xvδ)T∇xvδ − I3
))
χθi,δ = 0.
As ε is arbitrary, finally we get
lim sup
δ→0
1
δ4
∫
Sδ
Ŵ
(∇xvδ) ≤ N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
Q
(
E
{2}
i
)
.
Thanks to the first and second convergences in (9.14) we obtain the limit of the term
involving the forces. Then we obtain
lim sup
δ→0
m2,δ
δ4
≤ lim sup
δ→0
J2,δ(vδ)
δ4
≤
N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
Q
(
E
{2}
i
)−L(V{2},R{2}) (9.19)
where L(V,R) is defined in (8.3). In view of the expression of the E{2}i ’s and a density
argument the above inequality holds true for any family vi ∈ L2(0, Li;H1(ω;R3)) (i ∈
{1, . . . , N}). Then we can use again Lemma 10.6 in order to minimize the right hand
side of this inequality with respest to the (R{2})Tvi(si, ., .)’s. This gives
lim sup
δ→0
m2,δ
δ4
≤ min
(V ,R)∈VR2
J2
(V,R) = J2(V{2},R{2})
=
N∑
i=1
∫ Li
0
alkΓi,k(R
{2})Γi,l(R
{2})−L(V{2},R{2})
≤
N∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
Q
(
E
{2}
i
)− L(V{2},R{2}).
This conclude the proof of the theorem.
Remark 9.2. Let us point out that Theorem 9.1 shows that for any minimizing sequence
(vδ)δ as in Step 1, the third convergence of the rescaled Green-St Venant’s strain tensor
in (9.8) is a strong convergence to E
{0}
i in L
2(Ωi;R
3×3).
10 Appendix
In this Appendix, we first give the construction of a suitable sequence (Proposition
10.4) of deformations to prove the second step of the proof of Theorem 8.1. To do
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that we first give three lemmas. In a second part of this appendix we also construct
a suitable sequence (Proposition 10.5) of deformations to prove the second step of the
proof of Theorem (9.1). At last Lemma 10.6 provides the elimination technique used in
the proof of Theorem (9.1).
The proofs of the three lemmas below are left to the reader.
Lemma 10.1. Let R be an element in L2(0, L; C). We define the field R′n of L2(0, L; C)
by
R
′
n(t) =
n
L
∫ (k+1)L/n
kL/n
R(s)ds for any t in ]kL/n, (k + 1)L/n[, k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}
We have
R
′
n −→ R strongly in L2(0, L; C).
Lemma 10.2. Let R be in C. There exist (λ1, . . . , λp) ∈ [0, 1]p and (R1, . . . ,Rp) ∈(
SO(3))p such that
p∑
i=1
λi = 1, R =
p∑
i=1
λiRi.
We set
µ0 =
1
2n
, µi = µi−1 +
(
1− 1
n
)
λi, i ∈ {1, . . . , p}.
We define R
′
n in L
2(0, L;SO(3)) by: for any k ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} and for a.e. y ∈]0, 1[
we set
R
′
n
(k
n
+
y
n
)
=

I3 y ∈]0, µ0[,
Ri y ∈]µi−1, µi[ , i ∈ {1, . . . , p},
I3 y ∈]1 − 1/2n, 1[.
We have
R
′
n ⇀ R weakly in L
2(0, L; C).
Lemma 10.3. Let θ∗ ∈ [0, π] there exists a function θ ∈ W 1,∞(0, 1) such that
θ(0) = 0, θ(1) = θ∗,
∫ 1
0
eiθ(t)dt =
1 + eiθ
∗
2
.
Moreover there exists a positive constant which does not depend on θ∗ such that
||θ′||L∞(0,1) ≤ Cθ∗.
The above lemmas allow us to establish the following result.
Proposition 10.4. Let (V,R) be in VR1. There exists a sequence
(
(Vn,Rn)
)
n
in VR1
which satisfies Rn ∈ W 1,∞(S;SO(3)), which is equal to I3 in a neighbourhood of each
knot A ∈ K and each fixed extremity belonging to Γ0 and moreover which satisfies
Vn ⇀ V weakly in H1(S;R3),
Rn ⇀ R weakly in L
2(S; C).
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Proof. For any n ∈ IN∗, we first apply the Lemma 10.1 between two consecutive points
of the set K ∪ Γ belonging to a same line γi of the skeleton S. It leads to a sequence
R
′
n ∈ L2(S; C) which is piecewise constant on S. Then, we define V ′n by integration,
using the formula
d(V ′n)i
dsi
= (R
′
n)iti between two consecutive points in K ∪ Γ imposing
the values
V ′n(A) = V(A) for every point in K ∪ Γ,
which is possible because the means of (R
′
n)i are preserved between two points in K∪Γ.
Hence, we obtain a sequence
(
(V ′n,R′n)
)
n
in VR1 which satisfies
V ′n −→ V strongly in H1(S;R3),
R
′
n −→ R strongly in L2(S; C).
Then, we consider the couple
((
1− 1/n)V ′n + 1/nφ, (1− 1/n)R′n +1/nI3)) ∈ VR1 and
we apply the Lemma 10.2, again between two consecutive points of K ∪ Γ on a same
line γi of the skeleton S. We obtain an element (V ′′n ,R′′n) ∈ VR1 such that R′′n belongs
to L2(S;SO(3)) and is piecewise constant on S and equal to I3 in a neighbourhood of
each knot and each fixed extremity belonging to Γ0 and moreover which satisfies
V ′′n ⇀ V weakly in H1(S;R3),
R
′′
n ⇀ R weakly in L
2(S; C).
Finally, thanks to the Lemma 10.3, we replace the element (V ′′n ,R′′n) by another (V ′′′n ,R′′′n )
in VR1 such that R
′′′
n belongs to W
1,∞(S;SO(3)). Notice that we do this modification
without changing the values of V ′′n at the points of K ∪ Γ. We get
V ′′′n ⇀ V weakly in H1(S;R3),
R
′′′
n ⇀ R weakly in L
2(S; C).
The proposition is proved.
The proposition below gives an approximation result of a deformation in a rod by
deformations which are rotations near the extremities. Recall that for a single rod
Ωδ =]0, L[×ωδ, the rescaling into Ω =]0, L[×ω is performed through the operator Πδ
defined by
Πδ(ψ)(y1, Y2, Y3) = ψ(s, δY2, δY3) for a.e. (y1, Y2, Y3) ∈ Ω.
Proposition 10.5. Let
(V,R, v) be in H1(0, L;R3) × H1(0, L;SO(3))×W 1,∞(Ω;R3)
such that
dV
dy1
= Re1. Let ρ > 0 be given. There exists a sequence of deformations
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vδ ∈ W 1,∞(Ωδ;R3) satisfying for δ small enough
vδ(y) = V(0) +R(0)y, y ∈]0, ρδ[×ωδ,
vδ(y) = V(L) +R(L)(y − Le1), y ∈]L− ρδ, L[×ωδ,
det
(∇vδ(y)) > 0 for almost any y ∈ Ωδ,
||Πδ
(
(∇vδ)T∇vδ − I3
)||L∞(Ω;R3×3) ≤ C,
(10.1)
where the constant C does not depend on δ.
Moreover the following convergence holds true
1
2δ
Πδ
(
(∇vδ)T∇vδ − I3
) −→ (dR
dy1
(
Y2e2 + Y3e3) | ∂v
∂Y2
| ∂v
∂Y3
)T
R
+RT
(dR
dy1
(
Y2e2 + Y3e3) | ∂v
∂Y2
| ∂v
∂Y3
)
strongly in L2(Ω;R3×3).
(10.2)
Proof. Let N ≥ 4 and ε = L/N . At the end of the proof, we will fix ε ≥ δ in terms
of δ and ρ or equivalently N in terms of δ and ρ. We define Rε ∈ W 1,∞(0, L;R3×3) as
follows:
Rε is piecewise linear on [0, L],
Rε(y1) = R(0) y1 ∈ [0, ε],
Rε(kε) = R(kε), k ∈ {2, . . . , N − 2}
Rε(y1) = R(L) y1 ∈ [L− ε, L],
There exists a constant C independent of ε such that∥∥∥dRε
dy1
∥∥∥
L2(0,L;R3×3)
≤ C
∥∥∥dR
dy1
∥∥∥
L2(0,L;R3×3)
,
∥∥∥dRε
dy1
∥∥∥
L∞(0,L;R3×3)
≤ C
ε
,∥∥Rε −R∥∥L2(0,L;R3×3) ≤ Cε∥∥∥dRdy1
∥∥∥
L2(0,L;R3×3)
,
∥∥Rε −R∥∥L∞(0,L;R3×3) ≤ C√ε∥∥∥dRdy1
∥∥∥
L2(0,L;R3×3)
.
Due to the specific construction of the sequence Rε, one also get
Rε −→ R strongly in H1(0, L;R3×3),
1
ε
(
Rε −R) −→ 0 strongly in L2(0, L;R3×3).
(10.3)
Now we define Vε by
Vε is piecewise linear on [0, L],
Vε(y1) = V(0) + y1R(0)e1 y1 ∈ [0, ε],
Vε(kε) = V(kε), k ∈ {2, . . . , N − 2},
Vε(y1) = V(L) + (y1 − L)R(L)e1 y1 ∈ [L− ε, L].
We have ∥∥∥dVε
dy1
− dV
dy1
∥∥∥
L2(0,L;R3)
≤ Cε
∥∥∥dR
dy1
∥∥∥
L2(0,L;R3×3)
,∥∥∥dVε
dy1
− dV
dy1
∥∥∥
L∞(0,L;R3)
≤ C√ε
∥∥∥dR
dy1
∥∥∥
L2(0,L;R3×3)
,
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and the following convergence
1
ε
(dVε
dy1
− dV
dy1
)
−→ 0 strongly in L2(0, L;R3). (10.4)
We set
dε(y1) = inf
(
1, sup
(
0,
y1 − ε
ε
)
, sup
(
0,
L− ε− y1
ε
))
, y1 ∈ [0, L].
Now, we consider the deformation vε defined by
vε(y) = Vε(y1) +Rε(y1)
(
y2e2 + y3e3) + δ
2dε(y1)v
(
y1,
y2
δ
,
y3
δ
)
, x ∈ Ωδ.
A straightforward calculation gives
(∇vε)T∇vε − I3 = (∇vε −Rε)TRε +RTε (∇vε −Rε) + (∇vε −Rε)T (∇vε −Rε)
+ (Rε −R)TRε +RT (Rε −R),
∂vε
∂y1
−Rεe1 = dVε
dy1
−Rεe1 + dRε
dy1
(
y2e2 + y3e3) + δ
2
( ∂v
∂y1
(·, y2
δ
,
y3
δ
)
+
ddε
dy1
v
(·, y2
δ
,
y3
δ
))
,
∂vε
∂yα
−Rεeα = δdε ∂v
∂Yα
(·, y2
δ
,
y3
δ
)
, α ∈ {2, 3}.
Hence, thanks to the above estimates we obtain
||∇vε −R||L∞(Ωδ;R3×3) ≤ C
(√
ε
∥∥∥dR
dy1
∥∥∥
L2(0,L;R3×3)
+
δ
ε
+
δ2
ε
||v||
W 1,∞(Ω;R3
).
Finally, we choose θ ≥ ρ and large enough so that θ ≥ 4C. Then setting ε = θδ show
that if δ is small enough (denoting now vε by vδ)
||∇vδ −R||L∞(Ωδ ;R3×3) ≤
1
2
,
which shows first that the determinant of ∇vε is positive. Moreover the above inequality
also implies (e.g.) that ||(∇vδ)T∇vδ − I3||L∞(Ωδ ;R3×3) ≤ 2.
At least the above decomposition of (∇vδ)T∇vδ − I3, the strong convergences (10.3)
and (10.4) together with the definition of dε allows to obtain the strong convergence
(10.2).
We know justify the elimination process used in Theorem 9.1. We set
W =
{
ψ ∈ H1(ω;R3) |
∫
ω
ψ(Y2, Y3)dY2dY3 = 0,
∫
ω
(
Y3ψ2(Y2, Y3)−Y2ψ3(Y2, Y3)
)
dY2dY3 = 0
}
We equip W with the norm
||ψ||W = ||∇ψ1||L2(ω;R2) + ||e22(ψ)||L2(ω) + ||e23(ψ)||L2(ω) + ||e33(ψ)||L2(ω)
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where
ekl(ψ) =
1
2
(∂ψk
∂Yl
+
∂ψl
∂Yk
)
, (k, l) ∈ {2, 3}2.
In the space W, the above norm is equivalent to the H1 norm.
Let Q be a matrix field belonging to L∞(ω;R6×6) satisfying for a. e. (Y2, Y3) ∈ ω
Q(Y2, Y3) is a symmetric positive definite matrix,
Q(−Y2,−Y3) = Q(Y2, Y3),
∀ξ ∈ R6, c|ξ|2 ≤ Q(Y2, Y3) ξ · ξ ≤ C|ξ|2
(10.5)
where c and C are positive constants which do not depend on (Y2, Y3).
We denote χi ∈W, i ∈ {1, 2, 3} the solutions of the following variational problems:
∀ψ ∈W,
∫
ω
Q

0
1
2
∂χi,1
∂Y2
1
2
∂χi,1
∂Y3
e22(χi)
e23(χi)
e33(χi)

·

0
1
2
∂ψ1
∂Y2
1
2
∂ψ1
∂Y3
e22(ψ)
e23(ψ)
e33(ψ)

= −
∫
ω
QVi ·

0
1
2
∂ψ1
∂Y2
1
2
∂ψ1
∂Y3
e22(ψ)
e23(ψ)
e33(ψ)

(10.6)
where
V1 =

0
−1
2
Y3
1
2
Y2
0
0
0

, V2 =

Y3
0
0
0
0
0
 , V3 =

−Y2
0
0
0
0
0
 . (10.7)
The fields χi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, satisfy
χi(−Y2,−Y3) = χi(Y2, Y3) for a.e. (Y2, Y3) ∈ Ω. (10.8)
Lemma 10.6. There exists a symmetric positive definite matrix A such that for any
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Γi ∈ R, i ∈ {1, 2, 3},
∀(Z, ψ) ∈ R×H1(ω;R3),
∫
ω
Q

−Y2Γ3 + Y3Γ2 + Z
−1
2
Y3Γ1 +
1
2
∂ψ1
∂Y2
1
2
Y2Γ1 +
1
2
∂ψ1
∂Y3
e22(ψ)
e23(ψ)
e33(ψ)

·

−Y2Γ3 + Y3Γ2 + Z
−1
2
Y3Γ1 +
1
2
∂ψ1
∂Y2
1
2
Y2Γ1 +
1
2
∂ψ1
∂Y3
e22(ψ)
e23(ψ)
e33(ψ)

≥
∫
ω
Q

−Y2Γ3 + Y3Γ2
−1
2
Y3Γ1 +
1
2
∂χ1
∂Y2
1
2
Y2Γ1 +
1
2
∂χ1
∂Y3
e22(χ)
e23(χ)
e33(χ)

·

−Y2Γ3 + Y3Γ2
−1
2
Y3Γ1 +
1
2
∂χ1
∂Y2
1
2
Y2Γ1 +
1
2
∂χ1
∂Y3
e22(χ)
e23(χ)
e33(χ)

= A
Γ1Γ2
Γ3
 ·
Γ1Γ2
Γ3

where
χ = Γ1χ1 + Γ2χ2 + Γ3χ3 ∈W. (10.9)
Proof. First of all, it remains the same to minimize the functional
(Z, ψ) 7−→
∫
ω
Q

−Y2Γ3 + Y3Γ2 + Z
−1
2
Y3Γ1 +
1
2
∂ψ1
∂Y2
1
2
Y2Γ1 +
1
2
∂ψ1
∂Y3
e22(ψ)
e23(ψ)
e33(ψ)

·

−Y2Γ3 + Y3Γ2 + Z
−1
2
Y3Γ1 +
1
2
∂ψ1
∂Y2
1
2
Y2Γ1 +
1
2
∂ψ1
∂Y3
e22(ψ)
e23(ψ)
e33(ψ)

over R × H1(ω;R3) or R ×W. The second property of Q in (10.5) implies that the
minimum is achieved for Z = 0. Then, it is easy to prove that the minimum of the
functional over the space R×W is achieved for the element (0, χ), where χ is given by
(10.9).
It is easy to prove (e.g. by contradiction) that the norm
||(Γ1, θ)|| =
√∫
ω
(∣∣∣− 1
2
Y3Γ1 +
1
2
∂θ
∂Y2
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣1
2
Y2Γ1 +
1
2
∂θ
∂Y3
∣∣∣2)
on the space R×H1(ω)/R is equivalent to the product norm of this space. Hence, there
exists a positive constant C such that for any Γ1 ∈ R and any function θ ∈ H1(ω) we
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have ∫
ω
(∣∣∣− 1
2
Y3Γ1 +
1
2
∂θ
∂Y2
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣1
2
Y2Γ1 +
1
2
∂θ
∂Y3
∣∣∣2) ≥ C(Γ21 + ||∇θ||2L2(ω;R2)).
Taking into account the third property in (10.5), this allows to prove the positivity of
matrix A.
Remark 10.7. In the case where the matrix Q corresponds to an isotropic and homo-
geneous material, we have
Q =

λ+ 2µ 0 0 λ 0 λ
0 2µ 0 0 0 0
0 0 2µ 0 0 0
λ 0 0 λ+ 2µ 0 λ
0 0 0 0 2µ 0
λ 0 0 λ 0 λ+ 2µ

where λ, µ are the Lame´’s constants. We get
χ1(Y2, Y3) = 0, χ2(Y2, Y3) =
 −νY2Y3
−ν Y
2
3 − Y 22
2
 , χ3(Y2, Y3) =
ν Y 22 − Y 232
νY2Y3

where ν is the Poisson’s coefficient. The matrix A is equal to
A =

πµ
4
0 0
0
πE
4
0
0 0
πE
4

where E is the Young’s modulus.
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